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1.

1.0

INTRODUCTION
1. I General Description
The dataflow schematic of the system is shown in Figure 1. 1. A core
memory of twenty-thousand (20, 000) numeric digits is the main storage m~~ium. Memory is addressed serially by dJ.git from the five
digit Memory Address Register (MAR). This reg~ster is shared by the
Instruction Address Registers (IR-·l and IR-2),· the Operand Address
Registers (OR-I ~ OR-2, and OR-3), and the Product Address RegiSters (PR-I, PR-2, and PR-3) all of which are located in a core array.
The data bus is primarily serial by digit and parallel by SJ.X bits. All
operations are performed serially (i.e., read, write, compute). No
provision is included for simultaneous, time- shared, or overlapped
operations. (See Section 2 for a detailed functional description. )

1. 2 Machine Code
1. 2.1

The memory data bus, and register storage sections of the
machine are in BCD numeric notation; specifically, four bits
for numeric, one bit for odd parity, and one bit for flag notation. A vertical redundancy (parity) check is provided on all
data read to or from memory, on all data read to or from an
input-output device. and on all memory addresses used by the
Memory Address Register (MAR). Illegal characters (i. e. ,
correct parity but invalid bit combinations exceeding ten) are
not detected.

1.2.2

The machine is primarily a numeric computer; however
alphabetic and special characters are handled internally by
two decimal machine digits. The only non-decimal machi.ne
digit allowed is the record mark,=t=" with C-B-2 bit coding.
The record mark is primarily used in input/ output operatIons
and in record transmission within the machine. It may~ however, be used as a digit in arithmetic field 'or in collating
operations where it will be interpreted as a zero. It is not
usable as a digit in an instruction.

1. 3 Instruction Format
1. 3. 1

All instructions are a fixed length of twelve digits, a two digit
operation code, a five digit P-address and a five digit Q-address.
7/31/59
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The figure below shows the format of an instruction as it
appears in memory.

I I I I I I
·k-Op>l..
p
~IE
10 2 I 01

Code

Ps

p4

P3

P2

PI

Q5

J

Q

Address

Address

During instruction time the five digit P-address is placed in
Operand, Address Register-2 (OR-2) in the form PPPPP and the
five digit Q-address is placed in Operand Address Register-l
(OR-I) in the form QQQQQ.
1.3.2

The first operation code digit, 02' of each instruction is
located at an address having the form XXXXN (where N is an
even integer) with the -remaining digits of the instruction
falling in succeedingly higher order mem.oryaddresses. (See
Figure 4.1 for instruction summary.) Flag bits are ignored
durIng instruction interpretation; however, these flags may
be placed on digits within an instruction so that the instruction
can be operated on as data whenever program modification is
necessary.

, I . 4 Data Format
Data words are variable in length and may contain any desired number
of digits. The units position of a numeric field is signed by using a flag
bit and the high order position is also indicated by using a flag bit
'=-t-:',
C
Flag

t_

14(

: : :

Flag (Sign)~

(field mark)

r;t:'
Data Field

:':

: :

: ~

---I

It should be noted that a flag- bit can indicate the sign of the field or the
end of the field depending upon its relative location in the field. Alphabetic and ,special characters are represented as two decimal machine
digit s .- Alphabetic and nume ric -information may be randomly mixed
within memory.
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CADET DATAFLOW 5C\:-\EMAT\C
FIGURE. 1.1
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1.3
Figure 1. Z

CADET CHARACTER CODE CHART
~phanur.nericldode
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Numeric Mode (X/O): Digits are represented within the machine by one BCD position.

8421

Exar.nple:

6

0110

Alphanumeric Mode (I/O): Alphanu:meric (and special) Characters are· represented within
the machine by two BCD character positions.

8421

8421

6

0111

0110

p

0101

0111

Example:
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2.

DETAILED FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
2,1 Memory
2, 1. 1

The basic CADET system has twenty-thousand (20, 000)
numeric digits of core memory comprising one module. Additional memory may be added in modular increments (20. 000) to
a maximum of five modules (100, 000 digits). The module is a
three dimensional array 12 planes deep with 100 x 100 positions
per plane. Addressing is from a single register, the Memory
Address Register (MARL which is 22 bits in the basic machine
(four full decimal digit positions, one bit for the ten-thousand
position. and a parity bit for each of the five positions).
The array is driven from two' 10 x 10 matrix switches which
select one "column" of 12 cores (one core in the same position
in eachplane) to be read from memory to the transistor register called the Memory Buffer Register (MBR). Since characters in CADET code consist of 6 bits (4 data bits, 1 parity
check bit. and 1 flag bit) the state of these 12 cores read from
memory by one read command is placed in MBR as two characters (digits). (If the digit at memory location XXXXN.
where N is an even number, is addressed for read out, the
digit at memory location XXXXN + 1 will be read out as well;
if the digit at memory location XXXXN + 1 is addressed for
read out, the digit at memory location XXXXN will be read out
as welL)
When the two digits have been received by the MBR. further
selection of the digit is made bas ed on the units position of the
address in MAR and it is ascertained which of these digits is
to be sent to the one digit transistor Memory Data Register
(MDR). The digit may then be sent from the MDR to other
machine locations.
Memory is addressed cyclically in that address 00000 follows~
in sequence, the largest allowable address, In the basic
machine (20. 000 digifs) address 00000 follows 19,999, If the
high order position of either address (PS or aS) is specified
to be greater than "I" in the basic machine, a parity check
error will be detected in MAR and the MAR Check Indicator
will be turned ON~
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The CApET memory has been designed for a basic cycle of
20 u sec. At this time, there is every indication that the
speed can be increased; howeverj the final memory 'cycle will
be decided upon as a result of model test.
Z. 1. Z

Three hundred-twenty (320) memory locations have been
assigned as a "Table Area"; a twenty (20) digit area from
memory locations 00080 through 00099 to receive the product
in multiplication, a two -hundred (200) digit area from memory
locations 00100 through 00299 for storage of a multiplicatio~
table for use by the computer during the executi'on of the
MULTIPLY instruction,and a one-hundred (100) digit area
from memory locations 00300 through 00399 for storage of
an addition table for use by the computer during the execution
of all arithmetic instructions. All of these "Table Area"
locations are in addressable memory.

2.2 Memory Address Register Storage (MARS)
The Memory Addre ss Register (MAR) is' shared by eight - 5 digit registers: Instruction Address Registers 1 and 2 (IR-Iand IR-2), Operand
Address Registers 1, 2 and 3 (OR-I, OR-2 and OR-3) and Product
Address Registers'} J 2 and 3 (PR-l, PR-2 and PR-3) all of which are
located within a core array called Memory Address Register Storage
(MARS). Since none of these registers are located in memory,
however, they are not available to the programmer as addressable
locations. All MA~S Registers are cyclic in addressing memory in
that address 00000 follows, in. sequence, the largest allowable address.
Thus, in the basic machine address 00000 follows 19999. Individual
register operation is' described below.
2.2.1

Instruction Address Register I (IR-I)
This register and MAR are both involved in the reading of an
instruction. At the beginning of Instruction-time (I-time»)
IR-I contains the rn.emory address of the first operation code
digit, OZ,· of the instruction. During the fir st cycle of instruction time the address contained in IR-l is read out to.
MAR. The two digit operation code of the instruction is' then
read out of memo.ry to MBR-Even and MBR-Odd (per IR-l)
and thence is transmitted to the two digit Operation Register.
Simultaneously the content of MAR is routed through the
Increment Switch, stepped by two, and placed back in IR-l.
During the next memory cycle the fir st two digits of the
7/31/59 .
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P-address~

Ps and P4, are read out of memory (per IR-I)
to the MBR and are then placed in the ten-thousands an9,
. thousands positions of OR-2; in this mannerP3 and P2 are
placed in the hundreds and tens positions of OR-2. One cycle
is then used to place PI into the units position of OR-2 and
the address routed through tpe Increment Switch, stepped by
one and placed back in IR-I.l, The
first digit of the a-address,
.
as, is read out in the next memory cycle to MDR{per IR-l)
and thence to the ten-thousands position of OR-I. During the
next two mep1.ory cycles the remaining digits of the a-address
are placed in OR-I. By the end of instruction time IR- I has
.stepped twelve addresses higher to the high-order digit of the
next instruction in the program. It remains in this position
during Execution-time (E-time). Eight memory cycles are
required to complete the .I-time.
\

2.2.2

Instruction Address Register 2 (IR-2)
This register is used to store the' contents of IR-l during the
execution of the BRANCH AND TRANSMIT or BRANCH AND
TRANSMIT (IMMEDIATE) instructions. If, during the execution of the BRANCH BACK instruction, the Save Light is not
ON, the contents of IR-2 are returned to IR-I for immediate use
by the program. (See Sections 2. 5. 5.6 and 4.24)

2.2.3

Operand Address Registers
2.2.3.1

The first two Operand Address Registers, OR-2 and
OR- Lare loaded "vith the P and a address part of an
instruction during I-time as described in 2.2.1.
During .E-time, these registers share MAR in providing locations of data in memory for the performing of the operation specified.

2.2.3.2

Operand Address Register 3 is used only during the
execution of the MULTIPLY· and MULTIPLY (IMMEDIA'IE) instructions as the reset address of the units
position of the multiplicand. At the beginning of Etime in these instructions, OR- 3 is set to the
memory location of the units position of the multiplicand as specified by OR-2. OR-2 is then decremen-
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ted once each time a digit of the mUltiplicand is
multiplied by a digit of the multiplier (specified by
OR-I). When a flag (field mark) is detected in the
multiplicand, a new digit of the multiplier is 0 btained
per OR-I and OR-2 is reset to the content of OR-3 to
begin the cycle again.
2.2.4

2.2.5

Product Address Register I (PR-I)
2.2.4. I

At the beginning of E-time in the MULTIPLY or
MULTIPLY (IMMEDIATE) instructions, PR-l is
reset to memory position 00099 (the units position
of the Product Area in memory). Its address is
decremented one. position at the beginning of the
development of the partial product as sociated with
each new multiplier digit. The decremented
address of PR-l is also placed in PR-2 from
which all successive additions of that partial product are executed.

2.2.4.2

If the computer is in "manual" mode and the Save Key
on the Console is depressed, the content of IR-l will
be placed into PR-l for future reference. The next
BRANCH BACK instruction encountered in the
"automatic" mode will cause the content of PR-I to
be placed into IR-l. (See Section 2.5.5.6.)

Product Address Register 2 (PR-2)
This register is used only in the execution of the MULTIPLY
and MULTIPLY (IMMEDIATE) instructions. Each time a new
multiplier digit is obtained, PR-2 is set equal to PR-l so that
the new partial product may be developed in the proper digit
position of the Product Area in memory. As each new multiplicand
digit is used, PR-2 is decremented by one so that it addresses
the next higher order digit of the Product Area in memory;
addition to obtain a new digit of the partial product is then
carried out.

2.2.6

Product Address Register 3 (PR- 3)
This register is used only in· the execution of the MULTIPLY or
MULTIPLY (IMMEDIATE) instruction. Near the end of each
7/31/59
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basic multiplication cycle PR- 3 is set equal to PR-2. PR- 3 is
then used to address the proper digit positions of the partial
product so that carries resulting from the development of a new.
partial product digit can be propagated.
2. 3 Sense and Branch Register (S/ B. Reg. )
This is a two digit transistor register used for storing Q-address digits
Q4 and Q3encountered during I-time in the:
2.3. 1

BRANCH INDICATOR (BI) and BRANCH NO INDICATOR (BNI)
instructions. Program interrogation of the status of Console
Sense Switches, Machine'Status Indicators and other Machine
Check Indicators is made possible through these instructions.
The coding of the Q-address in the BI and BNI instructions
determines which machine Lldicator will be interrogated (see
the description of these instructions in Section 4. 28 a~d 4.29
for addresses assigned). Digits 04 and Q3 will be sent to the
SIB Registers for decoding and test of the specified indicator
during I-time . If the test is positive, the branch trigger will
be turned ON for use during E-tim.e; if the test is negative, the
branch trigger will not be turned ON. (Note: The indicator .
interrogated m.ay be turned OFF by the test. Section 4.28
defines the indicator status after test. )

2.3.2

Read, Write, and Control Operations
During the execution of these instructions, the S/ B Registers
serve as Select Registers for the addressed input-output
device; however, only digits 04 and Q3 will be stored in the
SIB Register for decoding into the input-output control. (See
Section 4. 16-4. 21.for.'addresses assigned.)

2.4 Input/Output
No provision is made for simultaneous or overlapped operation with
the serial, unbuffered CADET input/output devices. Each machine
must be equipped with at least a Keyboard/ Printer in the form of an
IBM Model 35 Input/Output Writer so that manual operation of the
machine from the Console can be pe~formed .. The IBM Type 961
7/31/59
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Paper Tape Punch will be available as well, and it is also expected that
an as yet unannounced 150 cps Paper Tape Reader will be available.
2.4.1

Keyboard/Printer
2.4.1. 1-

Function
This device is housed in the form of an' I/O typewriter; however, it cannot be used as an off-line
typewriter since the Keyboard locks-up when it
is not being u~ed to enter data to memory.. When
the Keyboard is us ed for direct input of data to
memory~ a hard copy record of this data is obtained
as a byproduct. The .Printer portion is used for
auton1.atic 'print-out of memory data at the rate
of 10 characters per second.

2.4. 1. 2

Control Operations
Tabulate, space, and carriage return are functions
applicable to the Printer which are specified by the
CON.TROL instruction.

2.4.1.3

Error Checking
A'parity check is made on all data used by the Keyboard/Printer.
2.4.1.3.1

If a redundant character is presented
by the Keyboard to the I/O translator
(in the I/O Control section of the
machine), the Read Check Indicator
is turned ON.· The machine will
remain in "automatic" mode, however,
and will accept additional data from
the Keyboard Until the Release Key on
the Console is depressed. The machine
will then enter II manual " mode.

'2.4.1: 3.2

If a redundant character is presented to
the Printer from the translator, the

7/31/59
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Write Check IndIcator is turned ON.
The Pr"-nter will continue operating
until the end of the record is reached
before the indicator will be interrogated. Whether or not the computer
stops will then depend upon the setting
of the Data Check Switch on the Console.
2.4.2

Type 961 Paper Tape Punch
2.4.2. 1

Function
CADET characters are translated to the 884 eightchannel paper tape code*' in the Input/Output control
section of the machine and are punched in paper tape
at the rate of 15 characters per second by this
device.

2. 4. 2. 2

Control Operations
None of the functions specified by the CONTROL
instruction are. applicable to this device.

2.4.2.3

Error Checking
2.4.2.3. 1

If a redundant character is presented
by the I/O translator to the 961 Punch,
the character is punched in the tape
but the feed will not advance the t<;l.pe.
With the inc.orrect character still under
. the punches ~ the machine will hang-up
in Ilautomatic " mode regardless of the
setting of the Data Check Switch. The
No Feed Light and the Write Check Indicator on the Console are turned ON
and the Reset Key will have to be depressed to return the machine to
"manual" mode. Manual restart procedures are required to lace the

*The & %l:( and # in standard 884 eight-channel code have been replaced by the
+ ( ) arid = respectively, for use in Fortran language. (See Figure 2.1.)
l
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incorrect character and re-punch the
correct one.
2.4.2.3.2

2.4.3

Should the 961 Punch exhaust its
supply of paper tap~ the machine will
hang-up in "automatic" Inode and the
No Feed Light on the Console is turned
ON. Manual restart procedures are
required.

150 cps Paper Tape Reader
2.4.3. 1 Function
Standard· eight channel paper tape alphanumeric
characters are read by this device at 150 characters
per second to the Input/Output Control section of the
machine where they are translated into CADET code.
Reel and center reel feed will both be available.
2. 4. 3. 2 Control Operations
None of the functions specified by the CONTROL
instruction are applicable to thi.s device.
2. 4. 3. 3 Error Checking
If a redundant character is presented by the Reader
to the I/O translator (in the I/O Control section of the
machine), the Read Check lndicator is turned ON.
The machine will remain in "automatic 11 mode and the
indicator is not interrogated until the complete record is read. Whether or not the computer stops
will then depend upon the setting of the Data Check
Switch on the Console.

2.5 Console
2.5. 1

General
The keys, lights. switches and displays provided on the CADET
7/31/59
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Operatorrs Console are used to:
a)

Provide :manual machine control.

b), Correct errors.

2.5.2

c),

Display the contents of memory and the registers in the
Memory Address Register Storage (MARS).

d),

Revise the contents of memory.

2.5. 1. 1

Emphasis has been placed on automatic computer
operation; therefore, most of the control from the
Console consists of the execution of CADET instructions which have been placed in memory via the
Console Keyboard.

2. 5. 1. 2

See Figure 2. 2 for the CADET Console Component
Chart.

Indicator Displays
2.5.2. 1

Machine Check Indicators
These incandescent lamps display various error'
conditions in the computer., A specific Machine
Check Indicator is turned ON when the error condition associated with that indicator occurs during
operation of the computer.
The computer will continue in "automatic If mode or
will halt, depending on the setting of a Modifier
Switch associated with the indicator. The detailed
functions of the Modifier Switches are explained in
Section 2. 5.4.
The status ~of each of these indicators may be interrogated by a BRANCH INDICATOR (Section 4.28) or
BRANCH NO INDICATOR (Section 4.29) instruction
addressing the specific indicator. The indicator
is turned 0 FF by the interrogation.'
7/31/59
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Depression of the Reset Key will cause all these
indicators to be reset to the OFF condition.

2.5.2.1.1

Data Check Indicators
Each of the 5 indicators in this group
is as sociated with a parity check at a
specific point in the dataflow of the
system. (The Any Latch is turned ON
if any of the indicators in this group
are turned ON and will turn OFF
only when the Data Check Indicator(s)
which turned it ON is turned OFF. } One Modifier Switch is associated
with this group of indicators.
2. 5. 2. 1. 1. 1

Mem ory Buffer Register Even (MBR-E) Check
Indicator
This indicator is turned ON
when a parity check error
is detected on a digit in the
Even address portion of the
two digit MBR.

2.5.2. L 1. 2

Memory Buffer Register Odd (MBR-O) Check
Indicator
This indicator is turned
ON when a parity check

7{31{59
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error is detected on a
digit in the Odd address
portion of the two digit
MBR.
2.5.2.1.1.3 Memory Data Register
(MDR) Check Indicator
This indicator is turned
ON when a parity check
error is detected on a
digit in the MDR.
2.5.2.1.1.4 Read (RD) Check Indicator
This indicator is turned
ON when a parity check
error is detected in reading from an input devic e .
One or more of the other
Data Check Indicators may
also be turned ON.

2.5.2.1.1.5 Write (WR) Check Indicator
This indicator is turned
ON when a parity check
error is detected during a
write operation. If the
parity check error was, prEr
sent when the digit to be
written was received by
the output control, one or
more of the other Data
Check Indicators may also
be ON.

2.5. 2.

~.

2.

Overflow Check Indicator
This indicator is turned ON when the
overflow condition occurs as the result
7/31/59
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of an add, subtract or compare operation executed by the computer. One
Modifier Switch is associated with this
indicator.
2.5.2.1.3

Memory Address Register (MAR)
Check Indicator
This indicator is turned ON when a
parity check error is detected in the
addressing of memory by MAR. One
Modifier Switch is associated with the
indicator.

2.5.2.2

Registe.r Display Indicators
2.5.2.2.1

Memory Data Register (MDR) Display
The 6 incandescent lamps in this section
display in CADET BCD code the digit in
memory presently being addressed.
The flag-bit and the check-bit, as well
as the BCD numerical notation, ~_are
displayed. See Section 2.5. 5. 5 for
addres sing procedure.

2.5.2.2.2

Memory Buffer Register (MBR) Display
The 12 incandescent lamps in this sec-tion display two digits in memory including flag bits and check bits, for any
given location addressed. If the memory location addressed for display is
an "even" memory location, the digit
at this location is placed in the MBR
Display in the Even column; the Odd
column will contain the display of the
next higher order digit. If the memory
. location addressed for display is an
"odd" memory location, the digit at
this location is placed in the· MBR
7/31/59
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Display in the Odd column; the Even
column will contain the display of the
next lower order digit.' (In this way
the complete two digit representation of
an alphanumeric character within
CADET may be viewed at one time. )
The character displayed in the MDR
Display is duplicated in MBR Even or
MBR Odd depending on whether the
digit addressed is at an "even" or
"odd" memory location.

2.5.2.2.3

Operation Register Display
The two-decimal digit representation of
the operation code part of the instruction
last executed is displayed in CADET
code by the 1 0 incande s cent lamp s in
this section. Flag bits, which may be
stored over the operation code digits
in memory, are not di splayed.

2.5.2.2.4

Memory Address Register (MAR) Display
The 25 incandescent lamps in this section permit display o'f the five digit address in any of the eight MARS registers.
The specific register to be displayed is
selected by the MARS Display Selector
Switch and the display is activated by
depression of the Display MAR Key.

2.5.2.3

Machine Status Indicators
These incandescent lamps display the status of the
various triggers within the computer. There are
approximately 110 indicators in this group; they are
labeled for identification and are primarily intended
for use by the Customer Engineer. However, this
group include s the High/ Po sitive and Equal/ Zero
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Indicators, and the Sense and Branch, Multiply, and
Digit Registers which may be used by the Console
Operator.
2.5.2.3. 1

Instantaneous Stop Indicator
This incandescent lamp is turned ON when
the Instantaneous Stop Key and the Stop
Key are depre ssed simult~neously.
This indicator is primarily a reminder to
the operator that when a Stop of this type
has occurred additional corrective procedure is required before depre ssion of
the Start Key. The Instantaneous Stop
Indicator is turned OFF when the Re set
Key is depre ssed.

2.5.3

Memory Address Register Storage (MARS) Display Selection
Switch
This eight-position rotary switch permits selection of any of
the eight MARS Registers for display in MAR Display.
Depressing the Display MAR Key will cause the contents of the
selected register to appear in the MAR Display. After the
Display MAR Key has been depressed, the position of the rotary
can be changed without altering the display.
Before displaying a second MARS Register, the operator must
depress the Release Key to initiate the, "manual" mode; when
in "manual" mode he may change the position of the rotary,
depress the Display MAR Key and the content of this next register will appear in MAR Display.

2.5.4

Modifier Switche s
These single pole, double throw, toggles are provided as a
means of externally , controlling the execution of certain mach7/31/59
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ine functions for which two alternative logic paths are provided;
one or the other of the paths is selected, dependent upon the
setting of the appropriate Modifier Switch on the Console.
The details of the functions controlled by each of the Modifier
Switches are described in the following sections.

"2.5 4. 1

This group of Modifier Switches is associated with
the Machine Check Indicators (described in Section
2.5.2.1) which can be interrogated by a BRANCH
INDICATOR (Section 4.28) or BRANCH NO INDICATOR (Section 4. 29) instruction.

2.5.4.1. I

Data Check Switch
This Modifier Switch controls the
group of 5 Data Check Indicators
. (MDR, ·MBR-E, MBR-O, RD, WR).
When this Modifier Switch is set to
IlStop" and anyone of the 5 Data Checks
is turned ON, the machine will halt at
the end of the. memory cycle during
which the data check is detected. Because a data check can occur during
any memory cycle in I-time or E-time,
and the halt occurs at the end of the
memory cycle, it will be nece ssary
for the operator to take additional
corrective procedures before depressing the Start Key.
When this Modifier Switch is set to
"Program", the computer will continue
operating in the "automatic" mode when
one or :more of the data checks is turned
ON (except in the case of punching paper
tape, in which the com.puter will halt on
any character when a parity error is
detected).

2.5 .. 4.1.2

Overflow Check Switch
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When this Modifier Switch is set to
"Stopfl and the Overflow Check Indicator
is turned ON, the computer will halt at
the end of execution of the instruction
which causes the indicator to" be turned
ON. If the Start Key is depressed the
computer will begin executing instructions per IR-l. The Overflow Check
Indicator will remain ON, but the
computer continues in the 'Iautom.atic"
mode until another overflow occurs.
When the Overflow Check Switch is set
to "Program", and the Overflow Check
Indicator is turned ON, the machine
will continue to operate in the "automatic H mode and the indicator can be
interrogated and turned OFF by the
running program.

2.5.4.1.3

MAR Check Switch
When this Modifier Switch is set to
"Stopll and the MAR Check Indicator
is turned ON, the computer will halt
at the end of the memory cycle which
causes the indicator to be turned ON.
When this Modifier Switch is set to
llProgram l1 and the MAR Check Indicator is tur,ned ON, the com.puter will
continue to operate in the "automatic"
mode. The indicator may be interrogated and turned OFF by the running
program. It is possible with the switch
set to nprogram", that the machine
will "hang up II in the "automatic" mode
because of the inability to address
memory correctly and, therefore,· be
unable to complete execution of the
instruction.
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Console Sense Switches
There are four Modifier Switches in this group,
numbered 1 through 4. When a switch is set to
"On" and a BRANCH INDICATOR (Section 4.28)
instruction specifying that switch is executed, the
branch will occur.
When the Modifier Switch specified is set to "Off",
the operation will be terminated and the next instruction in sequence will be executed.
When a BRANCH NO INDICATOR (Section 4.29)
instruction is used to interrogate one of these
switche s, the branch will occur when the switch
is set to "Off".

2. 5 5 Control Keys
Emphasis has been placed upon "automatic" operation of the
machine wherever possible so that most of the frequently used
Control Keys (i. e., Save, Insert, Release, etc.) are functionally design~d for convenient instruction entry. Once instructions have: been manually entered at locations beginning with
memory address 0,00:00, the Start Key is depressed and the
instructions are executed a's stored program instructions with
the computer in the "automaticlf mode.
The compute r is in the "manual ft mode wheneve r the Signal
Light labeled Manual is O~. This light is turned ON by
depression of the Reset Key, Stop Key, or Release Key or by
the execution ofa HALT instruction. Whenever the Manual
Signal Light is ON, the computer has terminated all operation,
is in a halted status ~d is prepared to accept operator intervention. Whenever the Manual Light is OFF, the computer is
in the "automatic" m04e, (i. e., while executing a stored
program, while displaying MAR, or while entering data into
memory via the Console Keyboard). The functional details of
each of the Control Keys is described in the following sections.

2.5.5. 1

Power Key
This Key is a double pole, single throw toggle.
Placing the Power Key in the ON position will cause
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a.-c voltages to be applied to the Power supplies and
d-c voltages to be properly sequenced on the machine.
Placing the Power Key in the OFF position will cause
d-c voltages to be sequenced off the machine and a-·c
voltages to be removed from the power supplies.
2.5.5.2·

Display MAR Key
This key is operative only when the Manual Light is
ON. For display· of a particular MARS register,
the MARS Display Selector Switch is set to the
desired register . When the Display MAR Key is depressed, the content of that register is placed in
MAR and displayed in the .MAR Display.
Depression of the Display MAR Key turns OFF the
Manual Light. To display a second MARS register
the "m.anual ' ! mode must be reinitiated by depressing
the Release Key and then the procedure for displaying a MARS register may be repeated.

2. 5. 5. 3

Instruction Step Key
This key is operative only when the computer is in
the ttmanual" mode. Depression of this key causes
the machine to execute the Instruction-time (8 cycles)
and the Execution-time of one instruction step of the
stored program. Instructions are executed per lR.
Tbe Ilmanual" mode is retained; depression of the
Start Key will cause the execution of the program at
high speed in the "automatic It mode ..

2.5.5.4

Reset Key
Depression of the Reset Key restores all Machine
Status Indicators and Machine Check Indicators and
Signal Lights to their initial or "reset" condition ...
The Manual Signal Light remains ON .
7/31/59
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Increment Display Key
This Key is used to display sequentially the digits of
any memory area in the MDR Display and the MBR
Display. The display procedure is as follows:
2.5.5.5.1

While in the lIautomatic" mode the computer executes the full eight Instruction
cycles of a write operation in which the
Q-address of the instruction is specified to be zero (i. e., QOOQQ) and the
P-address specifies ,the high order
digit of the field to be di spla yed.
(Note: This write operation could be
entered as part of the main program or
could be entered into memory via the
Console Keyboard. )

2.5.5.5.2

A Q-address of zero selects the Console a s the output device and the Paddress is placed in OR-2.

2.5.5.5.3

At the end of I-time the computer halts
but remains in the "automatic" mode.

2.5.5.5.4

Depression of the Increment Display
Key causes a memory read out cycle
per OR-2. The digit addre ssed is
placed in the MDR Display and the Paddress from OR-2 is incremented and
replaced in OR-2.

2.5.5.5.5

In this manner, successive depressions
of the Increment Display Key display the
specified memory ar'ea from low order to
high order memory address one digit at a
time in the MDR Display. (Note: If a record mark is encounterp.d, the display is
terminated - except when the display
instruction is DUMP NUMERICALLY and the next instruction in the sequence is
executed.)

2.5.5.5.6

In addition to appearing in the MDR Display the digit addressed will appear
7/31/59
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with the digit from the adjacent memory
position in the two-digit MBR Display.
In this way, for each two depressions
of the Increment Display Key one
CADET alphanumeric character is displayed in the MBR Display.

2.5.5.5.7

2.5.5.6

To terminate the display operation, depression of the Release Key places the
computer in the "manual" m.ode.

Save Key
This Key is operative only when the machine is in
the "manual" mode.
Depression of the Save Key will turn ON the Save
Light; the Manual Signal Light will remain ON.
The address from IR-1 is stored in PR-1; the next
BRANCH BACK (Section 4.24) instruction executed
will cause PR-l (rather than IR-2) to be loaded into
IR-I. The BRANCH BACK instruction, when
executed, will turn OFF the Save Light so that subsequent BRANCH BACK Instructions will use IR-2.
Depression of the Reset Key will turn OFF the
Save Light; therefore, if the Reset Key is depres sed
after depression of the Save Key and prior to execution of the first BRANCH BACK instruction, the
content of PR-I will ;not be us ed.
Depression .of the Save Key causes all bits in IR-1 to
be set to zero (not usable as an address). The Start
Key cannot be depressed without obtaining a MAR
Check (Section 2. 5. 2~ 1.3); therefore, the Insert Key
must be depressed to effect the loading of zero
digits (C bits) in IR-1 before the computer will oper~
ate in the "automatic II mode.
When the Save Key is used, the routine entered and
executed at location 00000 should not contain a
7/31/59
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MULTIPLY or MULTIPLY (IMMEDIATE) instruction, which would destroy the content of PR-1.
2.5.5.7

Insert Key
This key is operative only when the computer is
in the "manual" mode; depression of this key turns
OFF the Manual Light.
Depression of the Insert Key causes zeros to be
loaded into IR- land OR- 2, and the Console Keyboard is activated so that direct entry of instructions may be m.ade starting with location 00000
(per OR-2) .Up to eight consecutive instructions
nray be keyed in depending upon space available.
(Note: The ninth consecutive instruction, if keyed
in, would destroy a portion of the multiply table
stored beginning at 00 100.) The last instruction in
the sequence should be either a BRANCH BACK or
l3RANCH (unconditional) depending upon whether or
not the Save Key was used. (Note: EIitryof only the
2-digit operation code portiono£ BRANCH BACK is
required since the P and Q-addresses are not
used. )
The Console Keyboard will remain activated until the
Release Key is depressed.
Depression of the Start Key will cause the computer
to execute the instruction stored at location 00000.

2. 5 .. 5. 8

Release Key
This key is operative only when the computer is in the
"automatic II IIlode.
Depression of this key will terminate any I/O operation by issuing a I'disconnect" to the device. The
"manuaP' mode is initiated and the Manual Light is
turned ON. If the Insert Light is ON, it is turned
OFF.
7/31/59
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2.5.5.8.1

The Release Key is used to initiate the
"manual" mode after the display of
each MARS register (see Display MAR
Key, Section 2. 5. 5. 2).

2.5.5.8.2

The Release Key is used to terminate
the operation when the Increment Display Key is used to display a memory
area (Section 2.5. 5. 5.).

2.5.5.8.3

The Release Key is used to restore the
"manual" mode after entering data into
memory via the Console Keyboard (Sec.,.
tion 2. 5. 5.7).

Start Key
This key is operative only when the computer is in
the "manual" mode.
Depression of this Key continues execution of instructions at high speed if the computer has halted at a
program stop, a machine check, or if it is being
returned to "automatic II operation after having been
in 'Imanual" operatioD;- The address of the first
instruction to be executed is contained in IR-l.
Depression of the Start Key turns ON the Start Light
and turns OFF the Manual Light.

2. 5. 5. 10 Stop Key
Depression of this key causes the machine to halt
and it operates in two modes depending on whether
or not the Instantaneous Stop Key is depressed
simultaneously. If the Stop Key only is depressed,
the machine halts at the end of E-time of the instruction the machine is then executing. If the Stop Key
is depressed simultaneously with the Instantaneous
Stop Key, the machine halts at the end of the
memory cycle which the machine is then executing;
the Instantaneous Stop Indicator is turned ON.
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DePFes sion of the Stop Key terminates the "automatic"
mode and initiates the "manual" mode. The Manual
Light is turned ON; if the Start Light is ON, it is
turned OFF.
2.5.5.11

Instantaneous Stop Key
Depression of this key only has no effect on machine
operation; if the Stop Key is simultaneously depressed, the mach ine halts at the end of the memory cycle
which the machine is then executing. The Instantaneous Stop Indicator is turned ON.

2.5.6

Signal Lights
These lights are provided as an aid to the operator; the ON/OFF
condition of these lights and combinations of tQese lights and the
Indicator Displays (Section 2. 5.2) make it possible to analyze
easily the mode and type of operation occuring at any time.
Error conditions and Ithung lf conditions are readily detectable
In console procedures where several keying operations are
required (such as entering and executing a number of instructions), these lights retain a setting which indicates clearly
which step of the keying procedure was last ,completed.
°

A description of the conditions which control the set and reset
of each of these lights is described in the following sections.
2.5.6. 1

Power On Light
This light is turned ON when the Power On Key is
thrown. It will remain on as long as power is applied to the machine and will be turneod OFF only
when the power is turned off.

2.5.6.2

No Feed Light
This light is turned ON when the computer execute s
a write operation specifying the Paper Tape Punch
as the output device and there is no paper on the feed
roll of this device.
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This light.is also turned ON when a parity check
error occurs while punching paper tape.
When either of these conditions occurs the computer
will be "hung up" in the "automatic" mode; manual
corrective procedure is required. These conditions
are readily detectable because the Start Light will
remain ON and the No Feed Light is turned ON.
The Write Check Indicator (and possibly one or
more of the other Data Check Indicators) is also ON.
Depression of the Release Key will disconnect the
output device and put the computer in the "manual"
mode. While in the "manual" mode, depression of
the Reset Key will turn OFF the No Feed Light and
the other Data Check Indicators. The operator can
then take the necessary corrective procedures, reissue the write operation, depress the Start Key and
the computer will resume high speed execution~of
the stored program.
2.5.6.3

Save Light
The Save Light is turned ON when the Save Key is
depressed; it is turned OFF by the execution of a
BRANCH BACK instruction while in "automatic"
mode or by depression of the Reset Key while in
"manual" mode.
When the Save Light is ON, either the Manual Light
or the Start Light or the Insert Light is also ON.

2.5.6.4

Insert Light
This light is turned ON when the Insert Key is depressed; it is turned OFF by depression of the
Release Key or the Reset Key.
When the Insert Light is ON, neither the Manual
. Light nor the Start Light is ON.

2.5.6.5

Start Light
This light is turned ON when the Start Key is 7 / 31 / 59
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depressed; it is turned OFF by the execution of a
HALT instruction or by depression of the Release
Key or the Stop Key.
Whenever the Start Light is ON the computer is in
the "automatic" mode; the other condition. under
which the computer is in the "automatic I,' mode is
when neither the Manual Light nor the Start Light
is ON.
The Save Light and/or the No Feed Light can be ON
while the Start Light is ON.
2.5.6.6

Manual Light
Whenever this light is ON, the computer is in the
"manual" mode; whenever this light is OFF the
computer is in the "automatic-'f mode.
The manual Light is turned ON by the execution of a
HALT instruction or by depression of the Release
Key or the Stop Key. Depression of any of the
following Control Keys will turn the Manual Light
OFF: Start Key, Insert Key, Display MAR Key.
The Save Light and/ or the No Feed Light can be
ON when the Manual Light is ON.
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ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS
All arithmetic operations are performed using an as signed" Table
Area" in memory in which is stored all possible two digit sums and
two digit products. (See Figure 3. 1 and 3. 2) No adder circuitry
exists. (Subtraction uses the add table also through complement
additions. )
3.1

Addition
3.1.1

Four memory references are required for the development of each digit in the algebraic sum in the
following manner:
3.1.1.1 One digit of the addend is read from memory per OR -1 to the units position of the
two digit Digit Registers serving MARS.
3.1.1. 2

T~e

corresponding digit of the augend per
OR-2 is read from memory to the tens
position of MAR.

3.1.1.3 Simultaneously with 3.1.1.2 the addend
digit stored in the Digit Registers is read
to the units position of MAR and this manufactured addres s (with a 1t3tr forced into
the hundreds position of MAR) is used to
read the one digit SUnl from the addition
table stored in memory (from locations
00300 to 00399) to the MDR. (See Figure
3. 1)
3.1.1.4 The one digit sum is then read from the
MDR into memory to the correct digit
position of the sum (per OR-2) replacing
the augend digit.
3.1.2

Carries resulting from the addition of two digits are
noted by flags over the appropriate one digit sums in
the addition table. Detection of these sets a logical
path for the next addend digit so that the addend digit
is increased by one before it is used to address the
addition table in the next add cycle.
7/31/59
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3.1.3

3. 2

Recom.plem.ent is required in any add operation where
the signs of the addend and augend are initially different and the sign of the sum. is positive.

Subtraction
3.2.1

Four m.em.ory references are required for the developm.ent of each digit in the algebraic difference in the
following m.anner:
3.2.1.1 One digit of the subtrahend is read from.
m.em.ory per OR-1 to the units position of
the two digit Digit Registers serving MARS.
3.2.1.2 The corresponding digit of the m.inuend per
OR-2 is read from. m.em.ory to the tens position of MAR.
(Note: The m.inuend digit m.ay be com.p1em.ented before it is placed in MAR, depending upon the relative diff~rence in signs of
the m.inuend and subtrahend, so that the
addition table can be used.)
3.2.1.3 Sim.ultaneously with 3.2,. 1.2 the subtrahend digit stored in the Digit Registers
is read to the units position of MAR. (Note:
The subtrahend digit m.ay be com.plem.ented
before it is placed in MAR, depending upon
the relative difference in signs of the m.inuend and subtrahend .. so that the addition
table can be used.) This m.anufactured address. (with a "3" forced into the hundreds
position of MAR) is used to read the one
digit difference (or com.p1ernent sum.)from.
the addition table stored in m.em.ory (from.
locations 00300 to 00399) to the MDR. (See
Figure 3.1)
3.2.1.4 The one digit difference is then read from.
the MDR into mem.ory to the correct digit
position of the difference (per OR-2) replacing the minuend digit.
7/31/59
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3.2.2

Carries resulting from the subtraction are noted
by flags over the appropriate one digit differences
in the addition table. Detection of these sets a
logical path for the next subtrahend digit sp that
the subtrahend digit is increased by one before it
is used to address the addition table in the next
subtract cycle.

3.2.3

Recomplement is required for any subtract operation where the signs of the subtrahend and minuend
are initially the same and the sign of the difference
is positive.

Multiplication
3.3.1

Approximately eight memory references are required to develop each digit of a partial. product
in the Product Area in memory (locations 00080 00099) in the following m.anner:
3.3. 1 .1 One digit of the multiplier is read out
from memory per OR-l to a Multiplier
Register where it is retained for use with
each digit of the multiplicand.
3.3.1.2 The multiplicand digit is then read from
memory per OR-2 and is placed in the
tens position of MAR.
3.3.1.3 Simultaneously with 3.3. 1 .2 the multiplier digit is passed through a doubler
circuit to form two digits which are entered into the hundreds and units position
of MAR. (the digit entering the hundreds
position is increased by one before being
placed in MAR). This manufactured address is used to read the two digit product
(whose digits are in revers'e order) from
the multiplication table stored in memory
(from locations 00100 to 00299) to the MBR.
See Figure 3.2. The two digit product is
then stored (with digits in the correct order)
in the two digit Digit Registers serving MARS.
7/31/59
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3.3.1.4 The appropriate digit of the Product Area
in m.em.ory is then read out per PR-2 (PR-l
on the first m.ultiply cycle associated with
a new m.ultiplier digit) to the tens position
of MAR. Simultaneously the units digit of
the two digit product in the Digit Registers
is read to the units position of MAR.
3.3.1.5 This m.anufactured address (with a "3 ff
forced into the hundreds position of MAR)
is used to read the one digit sum. from. the
addition table to the MDR.
3.3.1.6 This one digit sum is placed back in the
appropriate position of the Product Area
per PR-2 and the address contained in
PR-2 decrem.ented by one.
3.3.1.7 The next low order digit of the Product
Area perPR-2 is read out to the tens
position of MAR.
Sim.ultaneously the
tens digit of the two digit product in the
Digit Registers is read to the units position of MAR.
3.3.1.8 This m.anufactured address (with a "3 ff
forced into the hundreds position of MAR)
is used to read the one digit sum. from. the
addition table to the MDR.
3.3.1.9 This one digit sum is placed back in the
appropriate position of the Product Area
per PR-2.
3. 3. 1, lO Carries, if any, ar e propagated through
the partial product using the addition table
and addressing the appropriate positions of
the partial product per PR-3 before the
next m.ultiplication cycle begins.
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3.4

The number of digits in the product is limited only
by available memory space. The twenty digit locations in the Product Area in memory will be cleared
to zeros at the beginning of E-time in the MULTIPLY
and MULTIPLY (IMMEDIATE) instructions. The
length of the product may correctly exceed twenty digits
if a.program is written to clear to zero the appropriate
number of locations in exces s of twenty before multiplying. If the product exceeds 100 digits, the 101st
digit (high order end of product) will be placed in location 19999 and remaining digits in succeeding lower
memory locations.
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FIGURE 3.1

CADET ADDITION TABLE
(For Use in Execution of All Arithmetic Instructions)
m

....bO
+-I

....Pt.f

Address units digit

1'1)

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0030

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0031

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

~

CI)
+-I

.

1'1)

Pt.f
CI)

k

]

(

:s

..c:

..

0032

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0'

T

0033

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

T.

-2

0034

4

5

6

7

8

9

'0

T

2

·3

0'035

5

6

7

8

9

0'

T

2'

3

4

0036 .

6

7

8

9

0' .

T

Z

3'

4

5"

0037

·7

8

9

0'

1

2

3

4

5"

6'

0038

·8

9

0

T

2

3

4

"5

6'

7

0039

9

0

T

2

3

4

5

"6

7

8

til

Pt.f
~

cd

.J

CD

:s

0

..c:
~

.

1'1)

~

~

cd

1'1)

:s

0

..c:

~

I

~
CI)
+-I
1'1)

rIl
CI)

k

~
~

<
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FIGURE 3. Z
CADET MULTIPLICATION TABLE
(For Use in Execution of Multiply Instruction)
Address units digit

Z

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

... 1

0

Z

0

3

0

4

0

'0

0

Z

0

4

0

6

Q

8

0

0

0

·3

O.

6

0

9~ ..

0-

Z

1

0

0

4

0

8

0

Z

1

6

I.

(0

5

·0

0

1

5

1

0

Z~

0

1

0010

0

,0

0011

0

001Z

0013

..

t

I'll

.,...
.,...b.O
~

.

"d

I'll

~

0014

.,

(1)
~

...

0015

0

0016

o·

0

6

0

Z

1

8

1

4

Z

.a.

0017

0

0

'J

0

4

1

1

Z

·8

Z·

"d

0018

O.

0

8

0

6

1

,4

2.

Z

3

::s
..c:

·0019

0

9

.9

0

8

1

7

2

6

3

..

OOZO

0

0

0

0

0

0

,0

0

0

0

CD

OOZl

5

0

6

0

7

0

,8

0

·9

0

~

OOZZ

O·

1

Z

1

.4

1

6

1

8

·1

00Z3

5

1

8

1

1

~.

4

2

7

Z

0

2

4

Z

8.

Z

Z

3

6

3

5

Z

.0

3

5

3

.0.

4

5

4

00Z6

Q

3

3

.Z

4

8

4

4

5

00Z7

5

3 -

.Z

4

9

4

6

5,

3

6

00Z8

a

-4

·8

4.

6

5

4

6

Z

7

00Z9

5

4

4

5

3

6

Z·

7

1

8

I'll

"d

,..
(1)

"d

~

I'll

~

IV

~

I'll

0

~

I'll

]
IV

::s
0
..c:
I

,

s:=

(1)
~

ID
CD

,..
(1)

."d
"d

«

00Z4
00Z5

~

"-

6-
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4.0

4.0

INSTRUCTION SET
The instructions described in the following pages are executed accord'ing to the rules for instructions and data fields presented in
Sections 1. 3 and 1. 4. In addition to these, two additional points
should be noted as follows:
4. O. 1

The Q-address portion of an instruction can be an address
or data depending on whether or not the instruction has an
"Immediate" tag (operation codes 11 through 17). If tagged
"Immediate lt , digit a 1 becomes the units digit of one of the
data fields used by the instruction. This data field is identical to any other data field and may be of any length of two
digits or more as long as a flag bit defines its high order
postion. In most practical cases it wil,l be self contained
in the Q -addres s with five digits the maximum length; however, this is not a restriction and the field may extend into
the P-address (or beyond) if necessary. It must be remembered, however, that any data field extending into the P-a'ddress must have digits PI through Ps usable as an address
also.
In those instructions having an "Immediate" tag, the addre,ss
of the units digit of the a-address portion of the instruction
itself (ie: 01) is derived from IR-l during the last cycle of
I-time and is placed in OR-I. The a-address of an "Immediate" instruction is not, therefore, available for display from
any of the MARS registers.

4. O. ,2

If digit O 2 of the operation code portion of the ip.struction is
not at an even memory location, the instruction will not be
properly executed. Similarly the P-address of a Branch
Operation must specify the memory location of the first"digit
of the next instruction to be executed, and, therefore, refer
to an even memory location.
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Instruction:

ADD

Mnemonic:

A

Operation Code: 21
Summary:

Add the field at 00000 to the field at PPPPP
and store the result atPPPPP.

Function:

1.· The location of the addend is specified by OR-l
(5 digits in the form of 00000),., The location of
the augend is specified by OR-2 (5 digits in the
form PPPPP). The algebraic sum is stored (re. placing the augend) in the field specified by OR-2
(PPPPP). The addend will remain unchanged in
the field specified by OR-l (00000). '
Z. Addition proceeds serially" one digit .at a time"
bUilding up partial sums from low order to high
order digit of the sum field until the operation is
terminated by a flag bit in the high order position
of the augend. The high order digit of the sum is
marked by storing a flag bit. The sign of the sum
is marked by the presence or absence of a·flag bit
in the units position of the sum (-flag;+no flag). A
zero sum is' always stored as a negative field" except in the case of adding two positive zero fields.
3. The number of digits in the sum is equal to the
number of digits in the- augend. For a complete
sum to 'Qe formed" the number of digits in the
augend at PPPPP must be greater than or· equal
to the number of digits in the addend at 00000.
If this rule is violated" the Overflow Indicator is
turned ON" and the addition is performed using
only as many addend digits ,as there are positions
.in the augend (the extra digits in the addend are
not used) . The algebraic sum of the two equal,
length fields is then obtained.
4. Minimum field length for either the augend or
the addend is two digits.
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Resulting Indi- 1. The High/Positive Indicator is turned ON if the
cator Conditions: sum,is positive and is turned OFF if the sum is
negative.
2. The Equal/ Zero Indicator is turned ON if the
sum is zero and is turned OFF if the sum is
not zero.
3. The Overflow Indicator is turned ON if an overflow occurs; the overflow digit is lost. If the
Overflow Indicator was turned ON as a result
of a previous arithmetic operation, a no overflow condition on this ADD instruction will not
turn it OFF.
Note: Once the High/Positive or Equal/ Zero Indicators are turned ON (or OFF) by an arithmetic or
compare operation, they will retain that state until
the next arithmetic or compare operation is executed,
(unless the Reset Key on the console is depress'ed
which turns these indicators OFF). Testing them
with a BI or BNI instruction has no effect upon their
state. The Overflow Indicator will be turned OFF
only by testing it with a BI or BNI instruc~ion (or
by depressing the Reset Key on the Console).
Execution
Time:

1. Ba sic

8 + 4P memory cycles

3--

2. RecomplementJ(, (1 + P) memory cycles
(Where P is the number of augend digits in the
field addressed by OR-2 (PPPPP.)
Recomplement time must be included when the
signs of the two fields to be operated upon are
initiall y differ ent and the sign of the sum is
~M:ii';He.. 0 p posd-e.. ~e_ a.~e""d
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Instruction:

ADD (IMMEDIATE)

Mnemonic:

AM

Operation Code: 11
Summary:

Add the a-address to the field at PPPPP and store
the result at PPPPP.

Function:

1. The location of the addend is gEsEecified
e, I NrJ", "'t,,) by OR-l
(5 digits specifying the field~ithiaJp the a-address
portion of the instruction itself). The units digit
of the addend is digit 01' The location of the augend is specified by OR-2 (5 digits in the form
PPPPP) The algebraic sum is stored (replacing
the augend) in the field specified by OR-2 (PPPPP).
The addend will remain unchanged in the a-address
field specified by OR-I.
2. Addition proceeds serially, one digit at a time,
building up partial sums froIn low order to high
order digit of the sum field until the operation is
terminated by a flag bit in the high order position
of the augend. The high order digit of the sum is
marked by storing a flag bit. The sign of the sum
is marked by the presence or absence. of a flag bit
in the units position of the SUIn( -flag; +no flag). A
zero sum is always stored as a negative field, except in the case of adding two positive zero fields.
3. The number of digits in the sum is equal to the
number of digits in the augend. For a complete
sum to be formed the number of digits in the
augend at PPPPP must be greater than or equal
to' the number of digits of the Q-address used as
the addend. _If this rule is violated, the Overflow
Indicator is turned ON, and the addition is performed
using only as many addend digits as there are positions in the augend (the extra digits in the addend are
n'ot used). The algebraic SUIn of the two equal length
fields is then obtained.
4. Minimum field length for either the augend or the
addend is two digi ts .
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Resulting Indicator Conditions: 1 . The High/Positive Indicator is turned ON if the
sum is positive and is turned OFF if the sum is
negative.

2. The Equal/ Zero Indicator is turned ON if the sum
is zero and is turned OFF if the sum is not zero.
3. The Overflow Indicator is turned ON if an overflow
occurs; the overflow digit is lost. If the Overflow
Indicator was turned ON as a result of a previous
arithmetic operation, a no overflow condition on
this ADD' (IMMEDIATE) instruction will not turn
it OFF.
Note: Once the High/Positive or Equal/ Zero Indicators are turned ON (or OFF) by an arithmetic or
compare operation, they will retain that state until
the next arithmetic or compare operation is executed,
(unless the Reset Key on the console is depressed
which turns these indicators OFF). Testing them with
a BI or BNI instruction has no effect upon their state
The Overflow Indicator will be turned OFF only by
testing it with a BI or BNI instruction (or ~y depressing the Reset Key on the Console).
0

8 + 4P memory cycle s

. Execution Time: 1. Basic

3

2. Recomplement K(l + P) memory.cycles
(Where P is the number of augend digits in the
field addressed by OR-2 (PPPPP).
Recomplement time must be included when the
- signs of the two fields to be operated upon are
,initially different and the sign of the sum is ~
~. C>

f pas I t-c:..

+-tt-~

A--(.;t6 t:N£)
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4. 3

Instruction:

SUBTRACT

Mnemonic:

S

Operation Code: 22
Summary:

Subtract the field at QQQQQ from the field at PPPPP
and store the result at PPPPP.

Function:

I. The location of the subtrahend is specified by
OR-l (5 digits in the form of OQQQO.) The location of the minuend is specified by OR-2 (5
digits in the form of PPPPP). The algebraic
difference is stored (replacing the minuend) in
the field specified by OR-2 (PPPPP). The subtrahend will remain unchanged in the field specified by OR-l (OQOOO).
2. Subtraction proceeds serially J one digit at a time)
building up partial differences from the low order
to the high order digit of the difference field until
the operation is terminated by a flag bit in the high
order position of the minuend at PPPPP. The high
order digit of the difference is marked by storing
a flag bit. The sign of the difference is marked by
the presence or absence of a flag bit in the units position of the difference (-flag; + no flag). A zero
difference is always stored as a negative field, except in the case of subtracting a negative zero field
from a positive zero field
0

3. The number of digits in the difference is equal to
the number of digits in the minuend. For a complete difference to be formed, the number of digits
in the minuend at PPPPP must be greater than or
equal to the number of digits in the subtrahend at
OQQOQ. If this rule is violated, the Overflow Indicator is turned ON and the subtr~ction is performed
using only as many subtrahend digits as there are positions in the minuend (the extra digits in the subtrahend are not used). The algebraic difference of the
two equal length fields is then obtained.
4. Minimum field length for either the minuend or the
subtrahend is two digits ,
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Resulting Indicator Conditions: 1. The High/Positive Indicator is turned ON if the
difference is positive and is turned OFF if the
difference is negative.
2. The Equal/Zero Indicator is turned ON if the
difference is zero and is turned OFF if the difference is not zero.
3. The Overflow Indicator is turned ON if an overflow occurs; the overflow digit is lost. If the
Overflow Indicator was turned ON as a result
of a previous arithmetic operation, a no overflow condition on this SUB TRAC T instruction
will not turn it OFF ,.
Note: Once the High/Positive or Equal/ Zero indicators are turned ON (or OFF) by an arithmetic or
compare operation, they will retain that state until
the next arithmetic or compare operation is executed, (unless the Reset Key on the Console is depressed which turns these indicators OFF). Testing
them with a BI or BNI instruction has no effect upon
their state. The Overflow Indicator will be turned
OFF, only by testing it with a BI or BNI instruction
(or by depressing the Reset Key on the Console),
Execution Time: 1. Basic

8 + 4P memory cycles

3

2. Recomplement# (I + P) memory cycles
(Where P is the number of m.inuend digits in the
field addressed by OR-2 (PPPPP).
Recom.plement time must be included when the
signs of the two fields to be operated upon ar e
initially the same and the sign of the difference
is po siti 0 e. O,£,{'Ios I t r ' t 4 t , A-! t' A.l"i "V,a ,
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4. 7

Instruction:

SUBTRACT (IMMEDIATE)

Mnemonic:

SM

Operation Code:

12

Summary:

Subtract the Q-address from the field at PPPPP and
store the result at PPPPP.

Function:

1.

The location of the subtrahend is specified by OR-I
~
be'i.\"-"'-I"'~ "\1."\_
(5 digits specifying the field ~ the ~.)-address
portion of the instruction itself). The units digit of
the subtrahend is digit Q 11 The location of the minuend is specified by OR-2 (5 digits in the form of
PPPPP. The algebraic difference is stored (replacing the minuend) in the field specified by OR-2
(PPPPP). The subtrahend will remain unchanged
in the Q-address field specified by OR-i.

2.

Subtraction proceeds serially, one digit at a time,
building up partial differences from the low order
digit to the high order digit of the difference field
until the operation is terminated by a flag bit in
the high order position of the minuend at PPPPP.
The high order digit of the difference is marked
by storing a flag bit. The sign of the difference
is marked by the presence or ·absence of a flag
bit in the units position of the difference (-flag;
+ no flag). A zero difference is always stored
as a negative field~ except in the case of subtracting a negative zero field from a positive zero
field.

3.

The number of digits in the difference is equal
to the number of digits in the minuend. For a
complete difference to be formed the number
of digits in the minuend at PPPPP must be greater·
than or equal to the number of digits of the Qaddress used as the subtrahend. If this rule is
violated, the Overflow Indicator is turned ON
and the subtraction is performed using only as
many subtrahend digits as there are positions
in the minuend (the extra digits in the subtrahend
are not used). The algebraic difference of the
two. equal length fields is then obtained,
7/31!59
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4. Minimum field length for either the minuend or
the subtrahend is two digits.
Resulting Indicator Conditions: 1. The High/Positive Indicator is turned ON if the
difference is positive and is turned OFF if the
difference is negative,
2. The Equal/ Zero Indicator is turned ON if the
difference is positive and is turned OFF if the
difference is negative.
3. The Overflow Indicator is turned ON if an overflow occurs; the overflow digit is lost. If the
Overflow Indicator was turned ON as a result of
a previous arithmetic operation, a no overflow
condition on this SUBTRACT (IMMEDIATE) instruction will not turn it OFF:
Note: Once the High/Positive or Equal/ Zero Indicators are turned ON (or OFF) by an arithmetic or
compare operation, they will retain that state until
the next arithmetic or compare operation is executed,
(unless the Reset Key on the Console is depressed
which turns these indicators OFF). Testing them
with a BI or BNI instruction has no effect upon their
state. The Overflow Indicator will be turned OFF
only by testing it with a BI or BNI instruction ( or
by depressing the Reset Key on the Console).
Execution Time: 1. Basic

8 + 4P memory cycles

3
2. Recomplement,.K (1 + P) memory cycles

(Where P is the number of minuend digits in the
field addressed by OR-2 (PPPPP).
Recomplement time must be included when the
signs of the two fields to be operated upon ar e
initially the same and the sign of the difference
is i>"e~. 0 f!~ aSI1r 11-1(:"- M/)(/U(;iVD
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4. 5

Instruction:

MULTIPLY

Mnetnonic:

M

4.9

Operation Code: 23
Sutntnary:

Multiply the field at PPPPP by the field at QQQQQ
and place the result in the field at 00099.

Function:

1. The location of the tnultiplier is specified by OR-l
(5 digits in the fortn QQQQQ). The location of the
tnultiplicand is specified by OR-2 (5 digits in the fortn
(PPPPP). The algebraic product is placed at location
00099 and succeedingly lower memory locations. Both
the multiplier and the m.ultiplicand remain unchanged
when the m.ultiplication is completed.
2. Multiplication proceeds serially, one digit at a time,
building up partial products from. the low order to
high order digit of the product field until the operation is terminated by a flag bit in the high order position of the multiplier field. The high order position of the product is m.arked by storing a flag bit.
The sign of the product is m.arked by the presence
or absence of a flag bit in the units position of the
product (-flag;+ no flag). A zero product m.ay be
stored as a positive field or a negative field depending upon the signs of the m.ultiplier and m.ultiplicand.
3. The num.ber of digits in the product is lim.ited only by
available mem.ory space 1 and is equal to the sum. of
the num.ber of digits in the multiplier and the num.ber
of digits in the m.ultiplicand. Twenty digits of the
Product Area in m.emory (locations 00080-00099) are
cleared to zeros at the beginning of E-tim.e in the execution of this instruction. The length of the product
may correctly exceed 20 digits if a program is written
to clear to zero the appropriate number of locations in
excess of 20 before this instruction is executed. If
the product exceeds 100 digits, the 101st digit (high
order end of product) will be placed in location 19999
and remaining digits in succeedingly lower memory
locations.

4. Minimum field length for either the multiplier or
multiplicand is two digits.
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Resulting Indicator Conditions: 1. The High/Positive Indicator is turned ON if the
product is positive and is turned OFF if the product is negative.
2. The Equal/ Zero Indicator is turned ON if the
product is zero and is turned OFF if the product
is not zero.
Note: Once the High/Positive or Equal/ Zero Indicators are turned ON (or OFF) by an arithmetic or
compare operation, they will retain that state until
the next arithmetic or compare operation is executed,
(unless the Reset Key on the Console is depressed
which turns the indicators OFF).' Testing them with
a BI or BNI instruction has no effect upon their state.
Execution Time: 28 + Q (8. 4P + 2) memory cycles
(Where Q is the number of multiplier digits in the
field addressed by OR-l (QQQQQ) and P is the
number of multiplicand digits in the field addressed
by OR-2 (PPPPP).
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Instruction:

MULTIPLY (IMMEDIATE)

Mnemonic:

MM

Operation Code: 13
Summary:

Multiply the field at PPPPP by the Q-address and
place the re suIt in the field at 00099.

Function:

1. The location of the multiplier is specified by OR-l
(5 digits specifying the field within the Q-address
portion of the instruction itself). The units digit
of the multiplier is digit Ql' The location of the
multiplicand is specified by OR-2 (5 digits in the
form PPPPPf . The algebraic product is placed at
location 00099 and succeedingly lower memory
locations. Both the multiplier and the multiplicand remain unchanged when the multiplication is
completed.
2. Multiplication proceeds serially, one digit at a
time, building up partial products from the low
order to high order digit of the product field until
the operation is terminated by a flag bit in the
high order position of the multiplier field., The
high order position of the product is marked by
storing a flag bit. The sign of the product is
marked by the presence or absence of a flag bit
in the units position of the product (-flag; + no
flag). A zero product may be stored as a positive field or a negative field depending upon the
signs of the multiplier and multiplicand,
30 The number of digits in the product is limited
only by available memory space, and is equal
to the sum of the number of digits in the multiplier and the number of digits in the multipliccando Twenty digits of the Product Area in
memory (locations 00080-00099) are cleared
to zeros at the beginning of E-time in the execution of this instruction. The length of the
product may correctly exceed 20 digits if a
program is written to clear to zero the appropriate number of locations in excess of 20 before
this instruction is executedo If the product exceeds 100 digits, the 101st digit (high order end
of product) will be placed in IO'cation 19999 and
remaining digits in succeedingly lower m.em.ory
locations.
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4. Minimum field length for either the multiplier or multiplicand is two digits.
Resulting Indicator Conditions: 1. The High/Positive Indicator is turned ON if
the product is positive and is turned OFF if
the product is negative.
2. The Equal/ Zero Indicator is turned ON if the
product is zero and is turned OFF if the product
is not zero.
Note: Once the High/Positive or Equal/ Zero Indicators are turned ON (or OFF) by an arithmetic or
compare operation, they will retain their state until the next arithmetic or compare operation is executed, (unless the Reset Key on the Console is
depressed which turns the indicators OFF). Testing
them with a BI or BNI instruction has no effect upon
their state.
Execution Time: 28 + M (8.4 P + 2) memory cycles
(Where M is the number of multiplier digits in the
field whose low order digit is 01 and P is the number of multiplicand digits in the field addressed by
OR-2 (PPPPP). )
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4. 7

Instruction:

COMPARE

Mnemonic:

C

Operation Code: 24
Summary:

Compare the field at QQQQQ to the field at PPPPP
and determine if the field at PPPPP is high or equal.

Function:

1. The high or equal condition algebraically of the
field specified by OR-2 (5 digits in the form PPPPP)
relative to the field specified by OR-l (5 digits in the
form QQQQQ)is established. Both fields remain unchanged after the comparison has been completed,
2. The comparison proceeds serially, one digit at a time,
from low order to high order digits of the compared
fields until the operation is terminated by a flag bit
in the high order position of the field at PPPPP. The
comparison is performed internally by subtracting the
field at QQQQQ from field at PPPPP; however the
digits of the difference ar e lost,
3

3. If the signs of the two fields are initially different,
the compare operation is terminated after the units
digit in each field has been interrogated; the field
whose sign is positive is declared high.
4. A true comparison may be executed on two fields
containing a random mixture of alphanumeric and
special character s(noting that one alphanumeric
or special character is stored as two machine digits)
or on two numeric fields. A true comparison may
not be executed on an alphanumeric field and a numeric field without first expanding the numeric freld
to the alphanumeric format (or vice versa).
5. For a complete comparison to be performed, the
number of digits' in the field at PPPPP must be
greater than or equal to the number of digits in
the field at QQQQQ (unless their signs are not
alike). If this rule is violated, the Overflow Indicator is turned ON and the extra digits in the
field at QQQQQ are not used; however, the result
of the comparison is correct to the point where
comparison was terminated.
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6. Minimum field length for either of the two fields
, being compared is two digits. (Note: One digit
fields may be compared if their signs are not
alike. )
Collating Sequence: The ascending collating sequence from which the
results of comparisons are determined is:
1. Numeric sequence: 0 through 9
2. Alphanumeric sequence:

+ . ) - $

* , ( b =@ A

o through

thr ough' R / S through Z

9

The record mark, =1= , with C-8-2 bit coding will
be interpreted as a zero if used as a character in
fields being compared. 'Flag bits have no effect on
the collating sequence.
Resulting Indicator Conditions: 1. The High/ Positive Indicator is turned ON if the
field at PPPPP is algebraically higher than the
field at 00000 and is turned OFF if not higher.
2. The Equal/ Zero Indicator is turned ON if the
field at PPPPP is algebraically equal to the field
at 00000 and'is turned OFF if not equal.
Note:' Once the High.J Positive or Equal/ Zero Indicators are turned ON (or OFF) by an arithmetic
or compare operation, they will retain that state
until the next arithmetic or compare operation is
executed, (unless the Reset Key on the Console is
depressed which turns these Indicators OFF.) Testing them with a BI or BNI instruction has no effect
upon their state. The OverfloW. Indicator will be
turned OFF only by testing it with a BI or B~I instruction (or by depressing the Reset Key on the
Console) .
Execution Time: 1. Signs alike:

8 +' 4P memory cycle s

2. Signs different: . 10 memory cycles
(Where P is the number of digits in the field
addressed by OR-2 (PPPPP). )
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4.8

Instruction:

COMPARE (IMMEDIATE)

·Mnemonic:

CM

Operation Code: 14
. Summary:

Function:

Compare the O-address to the field at PPPPP and
determine if the field at PPPPP is high or equal.
1 .. The high or equal condition algebraically of the
.
field specified by OR-2 (5 digits in the form PPPPP)
relative to the field specified by OR-l (5 digits specifying the field within the Q-address portion of ·the
i;nstruction itself) is established. The units digit
of the field being compared is digit 01. Both fields
remain unchanged after the comparison has been
completed,
2. The comparison proceeds serially·, one digit at a
time, from low order to high order digits of the
compared fields until the operation is terminated
by a flag· bit in the high order position of the field
at PPPPP. The instruction is performedinte:rnally by subtracting the Q-address field from the
field at PPPPP; however, the digits of the difference are lost.
3. If the signs of the two fields are initially. different,
the compare operation is terminated after the units
digit in each field has been interrogated; the field
whose sign is positive is declared high.

4. A true comparison may be executed on two fields
containing a· random mixtur e of alphanumeric and·
special character s (noting that one alphanumeric
or special character is stored as two machine digits)
or on two numeric fields. A true comparison may
not be executed on an alphanumeric field and a I?-umeric field without first expanding the numeric field
to the alphanumeric format (or vice versa)"
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5. For a complete comparison to be performed, the
number of digits in the field at PPPPP must be
greater than or equal to the number of digits of the
Q-address used (unless their signs are not alike).
If thi s rule is violated> the Overflow Indicator is
turned ON and the extra digits in the Q-address
field are not used; however;; the result of the comparison is correct to the point where comparison
was terminated,

6. Minimum field length for either of the two fields
being compared is two digits. (Note: One digit
fields may be compared if their signs ar e not alike, )
Collating Sequence: The ascending collating sequence from which the results of comparisons are determined is:
1·. Numeric sequence: 0 through 9
2. Alphanumeric sequence:
+ . ) - $ ~:~ , ( b = @ A thr ough R / S thr ough Z
o through 9 .
The record mark, with C-8-2 bit coding, will be
interpreted as a zero if used as a character in fields
being compared, Flag bits have no effect on the collating sequence,
Resulting Indicator Conditions: 1. The High/Positive Indicator is turned ON if the
field at PPPPP is algebraically higher than the
Q-address field and is turned OFF ifnothigher.
2. The Equal/ Zero Indicator is turned ON if the field
at PPPPP is algebraically equal to the Q-address
field and is turned OFF if not equal.
Note: Once the High/Positive or Equal/ Zero Indicators
are turned ON (or OFF) by an arithmetic or compare
operation, they will re~ain that state until the next arithmetic or compare operation is executed, (unless the
Reset Key on the Console is depressed which turns these
indicators OFF.) Testing them with a BI or BNI instruction has no effect upon their state. The Overflow Indicator will be turned OFF only by testing it with a BI or
BNI instruction (or by depressing the Reset Key on the
Console) .
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Execution Time: 1 .' Signs alike:

4.17

8 + 4P memory cycles

. Z. Signs different: 10 memory cycles
(Where P is the number of digits in the field
addressed by OR-Z (PPPPP).)
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4,. 9

Instruction:

TRANSMIT DIGIT

Mnemonic:

TD

4.18

Operation Code: 25
,Summary:
Function:

Execution Time':

Transmit the single digit at 00000 to PPPPP.
1. The location of the digit to be transmitted is
specified by OR-l (5 digits in the form 00000).
The location to which the digit is to be transmit-·
ted is specified by OR-2 (5 digits in the form
.PPPPP). A flag bit, if any, in the digit at 00000
is transmitted intact. The digit at PPPPP prior
to the transmission is obliterated (including its
flag bit, if any). The digit at 00000 remains
'unchanged when transmission is completed.
10 memory cycles.
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4.10 Instruction:

4.19

TRANSMIT DIGIT (IMMEDIATE)

Mnemonic:

TDM

Operation Code:

15

Summary;

Transmit the single digit Q

Function:

L

Execution Time:

10 memory cycles.

1

to location PPPPP.

The location of the digit to be transmitted (Q 1)
is specified by OR-l(5 digits specifying the
units digit of the instruction itself). The
location to which digit Q 1 will be transmitted
is specified by OR-2 (,5 digits in the form
PPPPP), A flag bit. if any, in digitQl is transmitted intact.' The digit at PPPPP prior to the
transmission is obliterated (including its flag bit.
if any)" The digit Ql remains unchanged when
transmission is completed.
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4. 11 Instruction:
Mnemonic:

4.20

TRANSMIT FIELD
TF

Operation Code:, 26
Summary:

Transmit the field at 00000 to PPPPP.

Function:

1. The location of the field to be transmitted is
specified by OR-1 ( 5 digits in the form 00000).
The location to which the field is transmitted is
specified by OR-2 (5 digits in the form PPPPP).
The field at 00000 remains unchanged when
transmission is completed.
2. Transmission proceeds serially one digit at a
time, from low order to high order digit of the
transmitted field until the operation is terminated
by a flag bit in the high order position of the field at
00000.
The flag bits in the high order and units
positions of the field at 00000 are duplicated in the
field at PPPPP. The digits in the field at PPPPP
prior to the transmission are obliterated (including
their flag bits, if any).
J

Execution Time:

8 + 20 memory cycles
(Where 0 is the number of digits in the field at
00000.)
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4. 12 Instruction:

TRANSMIT FIELD (IMMEDIATE)

Mnemonic:

TFM

Operation Code:

16

Summary:

Transmit the Q-address to location PPPPP.

Function:

1.

The location of the field to be transmitted is
specified by OR-l (5 digits specifying the field
within the Q-address portion of the instruction
itself). The units digit of the transmitted fie~d
is digit 01' The location to which the field is
transmitted is specified by OR-2 (5 digits i~ the
form PPPPP). The O-address field remains unchanged when transmission is completed.

2.

Transmission proceeds serially, one digit at a
time, from low order to high order digit of the
transmitted field until the operation is terminated
by a flag bit in the high order position of the
transmitted field. The flag bits in the high order
and units positions of the transmitted field are
duplicated in the field at PPPPP. The digits in
the field at PPPPP prior to the transmission are
obliterated (including their flag bits, if any).

Execution Time:

8

+

2M

(Where M is the number of digits in the field
whose low order digit is 01- )
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4.13 Instruction:
Mnemonic:

4.22

TRANSMIT RECORD
TR

Operation Code: 31
Summary:

Transmit the record at QQQQO to PPPPP.

Function:

1. The location of the record to be transmitted is
specified by OR-l (5 digits in the form. OOQOO).
The location to which the record is transm.itted
is specified by OR·-2 (5 digits in the form. PPPPP).
The record at 00000 rem.ains unchanged when
transm.ission is completed ..
2. Transm.ission proceeds serially, one digit at a
time, from. high order to low order digit of the
transm.itted record until the operation is terminated by a record mark in the low order position of the record at 00000. All flag bits in
the record at 00000 are duplicated in the record
at PPPPP. The digits in the record at PPPPP
prior to the transmission are obliterated (including their flag bits, if any). The record mark is
duplicated in the low order position of the record
at PPPPP.

Execution Tim.e:

8 + 20 mem.ory cycle s .
(Where 0 is the number of digits in the record at
00000. )
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4.14 Instruction:
Mnemonic:

4.23

SET FLAG
SF

Operation Code: 32
Summary

Set the flag bit of the digit at PPPPP to one.

Function:

1. The flag bit of the digit at the location specified
by OR-2 (5 digits in the fo·rm PPPPP) is set to
one. The C-bit of the digit is adjus'ted for correct
parity; all other bit positions remain unchanged.
2. The O-address of the instruction is placed in OR-I
as QQQQQ; however ~ it is not used in the execution
of the instruction.

Execution Time: IO memory cycle s .
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4. 1 5 Instruction:
Mne:monic:

4.24

CLEAR FLAG
CF

Operation Code: 33
Su:m:mary:

Set the flag bit of the digit at PPPPP to zero.

Function:

1. The flag bit of the digit at the location specified
by OR-2 (5 digits in the form PPPPP) is set to
zero. The C-bit of the digit is adjusted for correct parity; all other bit posit~ons remain unchanged.
2. The a-address of the instruction is placed in OR-l
as aaaao; however, it is not used in the execution of
the instruction.

Execution Tim.e:

10 m.e:mory cycles.
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4. 16 In~truction:
Mnemonic:

4.25

CONTROL
K

Operation Code: 34
Summary:

Execute the control function specified by 04 and
,03 on the input/ output device specified by O 2 ,

Function:

1 . Digits 04 and 0 3 of the instruction specify the
selected device with addresses assigned as
follows:

to - Keyboard/ Printer

001
002YO 003YO (Note: 0

Paper Tape Punch
:?aper Tape Reader
may have any digital value.)

2. Digit 02 of the instruction specifies the control
function with addresses assigned as follows:
00X10 OOX20 00X80 (Note: 0

Space
Return Carriage
Tabulate
may have any digital value. )

The select address and control address are placed
in OR-l as OOXYO (X equal 1, 2, or 3; Y equal 1,
2, or 8). The OX digits are sent to the sense and
branch registers for decoding and for use by the
I/O control. Only one device may be selected at
any time' and the device rem.ains selected only until
the execution of the instruction is completed. Selection using an invalid addre s s or a device not on-"line
will cause the machine to hang-up in the "automatic II'
mode. The Y digit is placed in the MDR where it is
available to the I/O Control. Control addresses are
not exclusive. Specifying a control function for a
device to which it does not apply or using an invalid
control address will cause the machin~ to hang-up in
the "automatic" mode.
Execution Time: Depends upon the control function and the speed of the
device selected.
Note: Presently defined control functions are applicable
only to the Printer.
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4. 1 7 Instruction:
Mnemonic:

DUMP NUMERICALLY
DN

Operation Code: 35
Summary:

Transmit numeric data from PPPPP through location
19998 to the selected output device specified by the
O-address.

Function:

1. The O-address of the instruction specifies the
selected device with select addre sses assigned
as follows:
001QO - Printer
Q02QQ - Paper Tape Punch
(Note: 0 may have any digital value. )
The select address is placed in OR-1 as QOXOQ
(X equal 1 or 2) and the OX digits are sent to the
Sense and Branch Registers for decoding and for
use by the I/O Control. Only one device may be
selected at any time and the device remains selected only until the execution of the instruction is
completed. Selection using an invalid address or a
device not on-line will cause the machine to hangup
in the "automatic" mode; a special case of this is a
select address of OOOOQ which will cause a Console
display of the character in memory specified by the
Q-address, but t?-e machine still hangs in the "automatic" mode. (See Section 2. 5. ,5. 5)
2. Data froIn the Inemory location specified by OR-2
(5 digits in the forIn PPPPP) and successively higher
memory locations is transmitted serially, one digit
at a time, to the selected output device. All data will
remain unchanged in rn.emory after the write-out is
completed. All flag bits in the meInory digits are
duplicated in the characters of the output data.
Each digit in meInory is transmitted as a single
character of output data; alphabetic and specia~
characters (composed of 2 digits in memory) are
written as two numeric characters.
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3.

The operation will continue per OR-2 until
the character at memory location 19998 has
been written; the operation will then terminate. Record marks in memory are duplicated as characters of output data. (Note:
An End of Line punch will be placed in paper
tape after the character at 19998 is written
if the output device is the paper tape punch. )
If 19999 is the iIl;itial P-address of the instruction the machin~ will continue writing out digits
(with OR-2 looping from memory addres s 19999
to 00000) until all of :memory has been written.

Resulting Indicator Conditions:

Execution Ti:me:

The Write Check Indicator is turned ON if a parity
error occurs in any character being ~ritten on an
output device. If ON, correct parity in subsequent
characters will not turn it OFF. (See Section. 2.5.2.1)
. Depends upon the speed of the output device.
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4. 18 Instruction:
Mnemonic:

4.28

READ NUMERICALLY
RN

Operation Code: 36
Summary:

Transmit numeric data from the selected input
device specified by 00000 to the memory location PPPPP and successively higher memory
locations.

Function:

1. The O-address of the instruction specifies the
selected device with select addresses assigned
as follows:
00lQO - Keyboard
Q03QO - Paper Tape Reader
(Note: Q may have any digital value. )
The select address is placed in OR-1 as QOXQO
(X equal 1 or 3) and the OX digits are sent to the
Sense and Branch Registers for decoding and for
use by the I/O Control. Only one device may be
selected at any time and the device remains selected only until the execution of the instruction
is com.pleted. Selection using an invalid address
or a device not on-line will cause the machine to
hang-up in the Ilal;ltomatic" m.ode; a select address
of QOIQO will cause the m.achine to appear to be
hung since it awaits m.anual data entry from the
Keyboard.
2. Data from the input device is serially transmitted,
one digit at a time, to mem.ory at the location specified by OR-2 (5 digits in the form. PPPPP) and
successively higher m.em.ory locations. All flag
bits in the input data (except flag bits on record.
marks) are duplicated in the digits stored in memory; record marks with flag bits are placed in
memory without the flag bit. Every character in
the input data is stored in memory as a single digit.
The alphanum.eric character s - and J through R will .
be translated and stored in memory as numeric
digits 0 through 9 with flag bits; no other alphanumeric or special characters are allowed (except the
record mark).
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3.

4.29

The operation is terminated by the input device when it recognizes the end of record
and a record mark is placed in memory directly following the last character read in.
(Note: The Release Key on the Console performs this function if the selected device is the
Keyboard but no record mark is entered into
memory. )

Resulting Indicator Conditions:

Execution Time:

The Read Check Indicator is turned ON if a parity
error occur s in any character being read from the
input device. If ON, correct parity in subsequent
characters will not turn it OFF. (See Section 2.5.2.
Depends upon the speed of the input device.
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4.19 Instruction:
Mnemonic:

4.30

READ ALPHANUMERICALL Y
RA

Operation Code: 37
Summary:

Transmit alphanumeric data from the selected input
device specified by QQQQQ to memory location PPPPP
and successively higher memory locations.

Function:

1. The Q-address of the instruction specifies the selected device with select addresses assigned as,
-'.~ollows:

QOIQQ - Keyboard
Q03QQ - Paper Tape Reader
(Note: Q may have any digital value.)
The select address is placed in OR-I as QOXQQ
(X equal 1 or 3 ) and the OX digits are sent to the
Sense and Branch Registers for decoding and for
use by the I/O Control. Only one device may be
selected at any time and the device remains selected only until the execution of the instruction is
completed. Selection using an invalid address Or a
device not on-line will cause the machine to hangup in the "automatic" mode; a select addres s of
QOIQQ will cause the machine to appear to be hung
since it awaits manual data entry from the Keyboard.
2. Data from the input device is serially transmitted to
the memory location specified by OR-2 (5 digits in the
form PPPPP) and successively higher memory locations. The units digit of the P-address m.ust be an
odd numbered memory location (i. e.: addressing the
memory location to which the numeric portion of the
first character is read); if even, data is not correctly
placed in memory and parity check error s may occur.
All flag bits in the memory field to which data is being
read remain unchanged; flag bits on the input data are"
not allowed. Data from the input device may be a
random mixture of numeric, alphabetic, and special
character s; however, each input character is stored
in memory as two numeric digits.
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3.

4.31

The operat,ion is terminated by the input
device when it recognizes the end of record
and an alphanumeric record mark (zone
digit, 0; numeric digit, =1=) will be placed
in memory directly following the last character read in.
(Note: The Release Key on ,the Console performs this function if the selected device is
the Keyboard but no alphanumeric record
mark is entered into memory. )

Resulting Indicator Conditions:

Execution Time:

The Read Check Indicator is turned ON if a parity
check error occurs in any character being read from
the input device. If ON, a correct parity in subsequent character swill not turn it OFF. (See Section
2.5.2.1.)
Depends upon the speed of the input device.
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4. 20 Instruction:
Mnemonic:

4.32

WRITE NUMERICALLY
WN

Operation Code: 38
Summary:

Transmit numeric data from. memory location
PPPPP and successively higher mem.ory locations to the selected output device specified by
QQQQQ.

Function:

1', The Q-address of the instruct~on specifies the
selected device with select addresses assigned
as follows:

QOIQQ - Printer
Q02QQ - _Paper Tape Punch
(Note: Q may have any digital value.)
The select address is placed in OR-l as QOX:QQ
(X equal 1 or 2) and the OX digits are sent to the
Sense and Branch Registers for decoding and for
use by the I/O Control. Only one device may be
selected at any time and the device remains selected only until the execution of the instruction is
completed. Selection using an invalid addre s s or
a device not on .. line will cause the machine to hang
up in the "automatic" mode; a special case of this
is a select address QOOQQ which will cause a Console display of the character in memory specified
by the P-address, but the machine still hangs in
the "automatic H mode. (See Section 2. 5. 5. 5)
2. Data from the memory location specified by OR-2
(5 digits in the form ppppp) and successively
higher memory locations is transmitted serially,
one digit at a time, to the ~elected output device.
All data will remain unchanged in memory after
the write-out is completed. All flag bits in the
m.emory digits are duplicated in the characters of
the output data.
Each digit in memory is transmitted as a slngle
character of output data; alphabetic and special characters (composed of 2 digits in memory) are written
as two numeric characters.
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4.33

3. The operation is terminated by the recognition
of a record mark in memory. The record mark
is not written on the o~tput device. If no record
mark exists in memory ~ the machine will continue
writing out characters (with OR-2 looping from
memory location 19999. to 00000) until the Stop
Key and the Instantaneous Stop Key on the Console
a.re simultaneously depressed.

*

Resulting Indicator Conditions:

Execution Time:

The Write Check Indicator is turned ON if a parity
error occurs in any character being written on an
output device. If ON, correct parity in subsequent
characters will not turn it OFF. (See Section 2. 5.2. 1)
Depends upon the speed of the output device.

*Recognition of the record mark will~ however ~ cause an End of Line
Punch (8th channel) to be punched in paper tape when the Paper Tape
Punch is used.
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4. 21 Instruction:
Mnemonic:

4.34

WRI TE ALPHANUMERICALL Y
WA

Operation Code: 39
Summary:

Transmit alphanumeric data from memory location PPPPP and successively higher memory locations to the selected output device specified by
00000.

Function:

1. The O-address of the instruction specifies the
selected device with select addresses assigned
as follows:
00100 - Printer
002.00 - Paper Tape Punch
(Note: 0 may have any digital value.)
The select address is placed in OR-l as Qo-XOQ
(X equal 1 or 2) and the OX digits are sent to the
Sense and Branch Registers for decoding and for
use by the I/O Control. Only one device may be
selected at any time and the device remains selected only until the execution of the instruction·.
is completed. Selection using an invalid address
or a device not on-line will cause the machine to
hang-up in the fTautomatic" mode; a special case
of this is a select address of QOOOO which will
cause a Console display of the character in memory specified by the P-address~ but the machine
-still hangs up in the "automatic" mode. (See Section 2. 5. 5. 5)
2. Data from the memory location specified by OR-2
(5 digits in the form PPPPP) and successively
higher memory locations is transmitted serially to
the selected output device. The units digit of the Paddress must be an odd numbered memory location
(i. e. ~ addressing the numeric portion of the first two
digit character of the record to be written); if even~
data is not correct when sent to the output device and
parity check errors may occur. All data will rernain
unchanged in memory after the write-out is completed.
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Flag bits in the memory digits are not transmitted to the output device. Data in memory may
be a random mixture of alphanumeric and special
characters; however, two consecutive memory
digits are combined as one alphanumeric character
written on the output device. Single digit numeric
characters in memory when written in this mode
cause invalid combinations of numerics (in an attempt to form one alphanumeric output character
from two independent memory digits) and parity
errors may occur.
3. The operation is terminated by the recognition of
an alphanumeric record mark (zone digit, 0; numeric digit, =1=). The record mark is not written on
the output device. * If the alphanumeric record
mark doe s not exist in memory the machine will
continue writing out characters (with OR-2 looping
from memory location 19999 to 00000) until the
Stop Key and the Instantaneous Stop Key on the
Console are simultaneously depressed. Unless.
alphanumeric characters exist throughout memory,
however, illegal combinations of digits will occur
with possible parity errors resulting.
Resulting Indicator Conditions:

Execution Time:

The Write Check Indicator is turned ON if a parity
error occurs in any character being written on an
output device. If ON, correct parity in subsequent
characters will not turn it OFF. (See Section 2 .5.2.~)
Depends upon the speed of the output device.

*Recognition of the record mark will, however, cause an End of Line
punch (8th channel) to be punched in paper tape when the Paper Tape
Punch is used.
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4. 22 Instruction:

4. 36

BRANCH AND TRANSMIT

Mnemonic:

BT

Operation Code: 27
Summary:

Save the content of IR-1 and branch unconditionally
to PPPPP. Transmit the field at QQQQQ to PPPPP
minus one.

Function:

1.

The content of IR-1 is stored in IR-2. (IR-l is
stepped to the addre s s of the next instruction in
the sequence before being stored.) The content
of OR-2 (5 digits in the "form PPPPP) is stored
in IR-1.

2.

The next instruction to be executed is specified
by IR-l.

3.

The location of the field to be transmitted is
specif~ed by OR-1 (5 digits in the form QQQQQ).
The location to which the field is transmitted is
specified by OR-2 (PPPPP minus one; the content
of 0"R-2 is decremented by one, prior to the transmission). The field at QQQQQ remains unchanged
when transmission is completed.

4.

Transmission proceeds serially, one digit at a
time, from low order to high order digit of the
transmitted field until the operation 1s terminated by a flag bit in the high order position of
the field at QQOQQ. The flag bits in the high
order and units positions of the field at QQQQQ
are duplicated in the field at PPPPP minus one.
The digits in the field at PPPPP minus one prior
to the transmission are obliterated (including
their flag bits, if any).

Execution Time:

Note:

+ 2Q memory cycles
(Where Q is the number of digits in the field
at QQQQQ.)

10

This instruction must have a P-address whose units
digit is an even integer and must be the memory
location of the first digit, 02, of the next instruction
to be executed.
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4. 23 Instruction:
Mnemonic:

BRANCH AND TRANSMIT (IMMEDIATE)
BTM

Operation Code: 17
Summary:

Save the content of IR-l and branch unconditionally
to PPPPP. Transmit the Q-address to PPPPP
minus one.

Function:

1.

The content of IR -1 is stored in lR-2. (IR-l is
stepped to the address of the next instruction in
the sequence before being stored.) The content
of OR-2 (5 digits in the form PPPPP) is stored
in lR-1.

2.

The next instruction to be executed is specified
by lR-l.

3.

The location of the field to be transmitted is specified by OR-l (5 digits specifying the field within
the Q-addre s s portion of the instruction its elf).
The units digit of the field being transmitted is
digit Ql' The location to which the field is transmitted is specified by OR-2 (PPPPP minus one;
the content of OR-2 is decremented by one, prior
to the transmission). The Q-address field remains unchanged when transmission is completed.

4.

Transmission proceeds serially, one digit at a
time, from low order to high order digit of the
transmitted field until the operation is terminated
by a flag bit in the high order position of the transmitted field. The flag bits in the high order and
units positions of the transmitted field are duplicated in the field at PPPPP minus one. The
digits in the field at PPPPP minus one prior to
the transmission are obliterated (including their
flag bits, if any).

Execution Time:

Note:

10 + 2M memory cycles
(Where M is the number of digits in the field beginning at Ql. )

Thi~

instruction must have a P-address whose units
digit is an even integer and must be the memory location
of the first digit, 02' of the next instruction to be executed.
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4. 24 Instruction:
Mnemonic:

4.38

BRANCH BACK
BB

Operation Code: 42
Summary:

Branch unconditionally to the instruction specified
by IR-2 or PR-l.

Function:

1. The state of the Save Light is interrogated. If
the Save Light is OFF~ the content of IR-2 is
stored in IR-l. If the Save Light is ON~ it is
turned OFF and the content of PR-l is stored
in IR-l.
2. The next instruction to be executed is specified
by IR-l.
3. The P-address of the instruction is ·placed in
OR-2 as PPPPP and the Q-address is placed
in OR-l as QQQOO; however, neither address
is used in the execution of the instruction.

Execution Time: 10 memory cycles
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4.25 Instruction:

'BRANCH ON DIGIT

Mnemonic:

BD

Operation Code: 43
Summary:

Test any digit in memory specified by QQQQQ
and branch to PPPPP if the, digit is ~zero.

Function:

1.

The digit at the location specified by OR-l
(5 digits in the form QQQQQ) is interrogated.
If the digit is not a zero, the content of OR-2
(5 digits in the form PPPPP) is stored in IR-l.
If the digit is a zero, the operation is terminated.

2.

The next instruction to be executed is specified
by IR-l.

Execution Time:

10 memory cycles if no branch is executed.
12 memory cycles if the branch is executed.

Note:

This inst.ruction must have a P-address whose units digit is
an even integer and must be the memory locat ion of the
first digit, 02' of the next instruction to be executed i!
the branch is taken.
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4. 26 Instr uction:

4.40

BRANCH NO FLAG

Mnemonic:

BNF

Operation Code:

44

Summary:

Test the flag bit of any digit in memory specified
by QQQQQ and branch to PPPPP if the bit is ~
present.

Function:

1.

The flag bit of the digit at the location specified
by OR-I (5 digits in the form QQQQQ) is interrogated. If the flag bit is a zero, the content
of OR-2 (5 digits in the form PPPPP) is stored
in IR-l. If the flag bit is a one, the operation
is terminated.

2.

The next instruction to be executed is specified
by IR-I.

Execution Time:

10 memory cycles if no branch is executed.
12 memory cycles if the branch is executed.

Note: This instruction must have a P-address whose units
digit is an even integer and must be the memory location
of the first digit, 02' of the next instruction to be executed
if the branch is taken.
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4. 27 Instruction:

BRAN,CH NO RECORD MARK

Mnemonic:

BNR

Operation Code:

45

Summary:

Test any digit in memory specified by QQQQQ and
branch to PPPPP if the digit is ~ a record mark.

Function:

1.

The digit at the location specified by OR-l (5
digits in the form QQQQQ) is interrogated. If
the digit is not a record mark t the content of
OR-2 (5 digits in the form PPPPP) is stored
in'IR-l. If the digit is a record mark, the operation is terminated.

2.

The next instruction to be executed is specified
by IR-l.

Execution Time:

Note:

10 memory cycles if no branch is executed.
12 memory cycles if the branch is executed.

This instruction must have a P-address whos:e units digit
is an even integer and must be the memory location
of the first digit. 02,of the next instruction to be
executed if the branch is taken.
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4. 28 Instruction:
Mnetnonic:

BRANCH INDICATOR
BI

Operation Code: 46
Sutntnary:

If the Indicator or Console Sense Switch specified
by QOQQO is ON, branch to PPPPP.

Function:

1. The Q-address of the instruction specifies the
Indicator or Console Sense Switch to be interrogated with indicator addresses assigned as
follows:
Q01QQ Console Sense SW #=1
Q02QQ Console Sense SW #=2
Q03QQ Console Sense SW #=3
Q04QQ Console Sense SW #=4
Q06QQ Read Check Indicator
Q07QQ Write Check Indicator
QOSQQ MAR Check Indicator
Q 11QQ High/ Positive Indicator
Q12QQ Equal/ Zero Indicator
Q13QO High/ Positive or Equal/ Zero Indicator s
Q14QQ Overflow Check Indicator
Q16QQ MBR- Even Check Indicator
Q17QQ MBR-Odd Check Indicator
Q18QQ MDR-Check Indicator
Q19QQ Any Latch
(Note: a may have any digital value).
The indicator addresses are placed in OR-l as
QQQQO and digits Q4 and,Q3 are sent to the Sense
and Branch Registers for decoding and for use by
the Sense and Branch test. Invalid addresses result
in a negative test.
2. The state of the specified indicator is interrogated.
If the indicator is ON, the content of OR-2 (5 digits
in the form PPPPP) is stored in IR-l. If the indicator is OFF, the operation is term.inated~
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Execution Time:

Note:

4.43

3.

All indicators except the Any Latch, and High!
Positive and Equall Zero Indicators are turned
OFF when interrogated regardless of their p.revious state. Interrogation of the High/Positive and
Equal/ Zero Indicators has· no effect upon their state;
they are reset OFF only at the beginning of arithmetic and compare operations. Interrogation of the
Any Latch has no effect upon its state; it is turned
OFF only when the Data Check Indicator which turned
it ON is turned OFF. (See Section 2.5.2.1. I), Interrogation of the Console Sense Switches has no effect
upon their state; they are set and reset manually only
from the Console.

4.

The next instruction to be executed is specified by
IR-l.

8 memory cycles if no branch is executed.
10 memory cycles if the branch is executed.

This instruction must have a P-address whose units
digit is an even integer and must be the memory
location of the first digit, O 2 , of the next instruction
to be executed if the branch is taken.
7131/59
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4.29 Instruction:
Mnemonic:

4.44

BRANCH NO INDICA TOR
BNI

Operation Code: 47
Summary:

If the Indicator or Sens e Switch specified by QQOOQ
is OFF, branch to PPPPP.

Function:

1. The Q-address of the instruction specifies the
Indicator or Console Sense Switch to be interrogated with indicator addresses assigned as
follows:
QOlQQ Console Sense SW #1
Q02QQ Console Sense SW #2
Q03QQ Console Sense SW #3
Q04QQ Console Sense SW #4
Q06QQ Read Check Indicator
Q07QQ Write Check Indicator
Q08QQ MAR Check Indicator
QllQQ High/Positive Indicator
Q12QQ Equal/ Zero Indicator
Q13QQ High/Positive and Equal/ Zero Indicators
Q14QQ Overflow Check Indicator
Q16-00 MBR-Even Check Indicator
Q17QQ MBR-Odd Check Indicator
Q18QQ MDR-Check Indicator
Q19QQ Any Latch
(Note: Q may have any digital value.)
The indicator addresses are placed in OR-l as
QQQOQ and digits Q4 and Q3 are sent to the Sense
and Branch Registers for decoding and for use by
the Sense and Branch Test. Invalid addresses result in a positive test.
2. The state of the specified indicator is interrogated.
If the indicator is OFF the content of OR-2 (5 digits
in the form PPPPP) is stored in IR-l .. If the indicator is ON, the operation is terminated.
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Execution Time:

Note:

4.45

3.

All indicators except the Any Latch, and High!
Positive and Equal! Zero Indicators are turned
OFF when interrogated regardless of their previous state. Interrogation of the High!Positive
and Equal! Zero Indicator s has no effect upon
their state; they are reset OFF only at the beginning of arithmetic and compare operations.
Interrogation of the Any Latch has no effect upon
its state; it is turned OFF only when the Data
Check Indicator which turned it ON is turned
OFF. (See Se ction 2. 5. 2. 1. 1.) Interrogation
of the Console Sense Switches has no effect upon
their state; they are set and res et manually only
from the Console.

4.

The next instruction to be executed is specified
by IR-l.

8 memory cycles if no branch is executed.
10 memory cycles if the branch is executed.

This instruction must have a P-address whose units
digit is an even integer and is the memory location of
the first digit. 02' of the next instruction to be executed
if the branch is taken.
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4.30 Instruction:
Mnemonic:

4.46

HALT

H

Operation Code: 48
Summary:

Stop ."automatic" operation.

Function:

1. The computer enter s the "manual" mode
of operation.
2. When the Start Key on the Console is depressed~ the next instruction to be executed
is specified by IR-l.
3. The P-address of the instruction is stored in
OR-2 as PPPPP and the Q~ddress of the instruction is stored in OR-1 as QQQQQ; however ~
neither address is used in the execution of the
instruction.

Execution Time:

8 memory cycles.
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4.31 Instruction:

4.47

BRANCH

Mnemonic:

B

Operation Code:

49

Summary:

Branch unconditionally to PPPPP.

Function:

1.

The content of OR-2 (5 digits in the form
PPPPP) is placed in IR-l.

2.

The next instruction to be executed is specified by IR-l.

3.

The Q-address of this instruction is placed in
OR-l as QQQQQi however, the address is not
used in the execution of the instruction.

Execution Time:

Note:

10 memory cycles.

This instruction must have a P-addresswhose units
digit is an even integer and is the memory location
of the first digit, OZ' of the next instr~ction to be
executed.
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4. 32 Instruction:
Mnemonic:

4.48

NO OPERA TION·
NOP

Operation Code: 50 through 99
Summary:

Terminate thi s instruction and proceed to the
next instruction in the sequence.

Function:

1. Term.inate the operation of this instruction.
The next instruction to be executed is specified
by IR-l.
2. The P-address of the instruction is placed in
OR-2 as PPPPP and the Q-address is placed
in OR-l as QQQQQ; however, neither address
is used in the execution of the instruction.

Execution Time: 8 m.emory cycles.
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4.49

Figure 4. 1
CADET INSTRUCTION SET

=Number
o = Number
M = Number
P

Mnemonic

of digits in the field addressed by PPPPP.
of digits in the field addressed by QOOOQ.
of digits in the field whose low order digit is 0 1 .

Code

Operation

A
AM
S
SM
M
MM
C

21
11
22
12
23
13
24

Add
Add (Immediate)
Subtract
Subtract: (Immediate)
Multiply
Multiply (Irn.mediate)
,Corn.pare

CM

14

Compare (Irn.rn.ediate)

TD
TDM
TF
TFM'
TR
SF
CF
K
DN
RN
RA
WN
WA
BT
BTM
BB
BD
BNF
BNR

25
15
26
16
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
27
17
42
43
44
45

Tra~smi t Digit
Transrn.it Digit (Irn.rn.ediate)
Transrn.it Field
Transmit Field (Irn.mediate)
Transmit Record
Set Flag
Clear Flag
Control
Dump Numerically
Read Numerically
Read Alphanumerically
Write Numerically
Write Alphanumerically
Branch and Transmit
Branch and Transmit (Immediate)
Branch Back
Branch on Digit
Branch No Flag
Branch No Record Mark

Execution Time
(Memory Cycle)
8 + 4P*
8 + 4P*
8 + 4P*
8 + 4P*
28 + Q (8. 4P + 2)
28+M(8.4P+2)
8+4P (like si§ns) or
1 (unlike signs)
8+4P (like si§ns) or
1 (unlike signs)
10,

10
8 + 20
8+2M
8 + 20
10
10
**

**

**
**
**
**
10 + 20
10 + 2M
10
10 (no branch)or 12 (branch)
10(no branch)or l2(branch)
10(no branf=h)or 12(branch)
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Mnemonic
BI
BNI
H
B
NOP

Code
46
47
48
49
·50 - 99

Operation
Branch Indicator
Branch No Indicator
Halt
Branch
No Operation

4.50

Execution Time
(Memory Cycle)
8(no branch)or 10(branch)
8(no branch)or 10(branch)
8
10
8

*Recomplement time should be added to these instructions under the following
conditions:
1. ADD: add.4 (P t 1) memory cycles when signs are initially different
and the sign of the sum is positive (+).
2. SUB TRAG T: add 4 (P + 1) memory cycles when signs are initially alike
and the sign of the difference is positive (+).
**The execution times of these instructions are dependent upon the speed of
the input/ output device addressed.
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4.51

Indicator Codes (Specify in Q address)
Code
Qo.lQO _
Oo.ZOO
Qo.3QO
00.400006QQ
0070Q
00800
QIIOQ
QIZQQ
Q13QO
014Q0
Ql600
017QO
Q18QQ
Q19QO

i/o

Indicator Name
Console Sense SW 111
Console Sense SW tIl
Console SenseSW 113
Console SenseSW #-4 Read Check Indicator Write- Check Indicator
_ MAR Check Indicator
High/Positive Indicator
Equal/ Zero Indicator High/Positlve or _ _Equal/ Zero Indicator'
Overflow Check Indicator
MBR-Even Check Indicator
MBR-Odd Check Indicator
MDR Check Indicator
Any Latch

Device Codes (Specify in 0 - address)

Code

Device

00000.
00100
OOlOO
003QQ

Console
Keyboard/ Printer
Paper Tape Punch
Paper Tape Reader

Control Codes (Specify-in 0- address)
- Code
QOOIQ
00Q20
OQQ8Q

Function
Space
Return Car riage
Tabulate
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